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Chapter 371 

Cai Fengxian let out a long sigh, and also showed nostalgia, “It’s been a long 

time indeed. It’s been ten years since the last time we left country f!” 

“yes.” 

“At our age, I’m afraid there won’t be another ten years. It’s also rare for you 

to come to Huaguo once. How about it? Ten years ago, there was no winner 

and loser. Do you want to continue today?” Cai Fengxian’s eyes flashed. bright. 

“Of course!” Danial readily agreed. 

… 

Hearing the conversation between the two masters, the excitement of the 

hotel owner was beyond words. 

He originally planned to use Roman and Susie’s marriage proposal to hype up 

the hotel’s reputation, but now this completely unexpected development 

really made him ecstatic. 

A gimmick for a marriage proposal banquet, how can the gimmick of “the top 

masters of Chinese and Western cuisine compete at the peak of the century at 

the Imperial Hotel” be beneficial to the hotel’s publicity? 

This time it’s really a big profit! 

He must thank that Miss Selena in the future! People are silent, but when they 

make a move, it is a big deal! 



At this moment, a large group of reporters suddenly poured into the hotel, 

and they all rushed towards the banquet hall. 

The hotel’s security guards and waiters hurriedly stopped him, “Where are you 

from? This is a private banquet, and you can’t come in without an invitation 

letter!” 

“I’m a reporter from Taiwan Food Channel!” 

“I’m a photojournalist for the xx newspaper!” 

“I’m a special editor for xx magazine!” 

“I heard that Mr. Danial and Mr. Cai are here tonight, so we came all the way 

here! Let’s go in!” 

… 

The reporters begged in a hurry. 

Both the security guard and the waiter looked puzzled, “This, no way! We have 

regulations!” 

“Rules are also made by people, so be flexible!” 

“That’s right! We are all qualified, not ordinary tabloid reporters! If you don’t 

believe me, you can ask your manager for instructions, and your manager will 

definitely agree!” 

“Here…you wait, I’ll ask for instructions!” 

There were too many reporters tonight and it was too sudden. Although the 

hotel had increased a lot of security, it couldn’t stop the enthusiasm of those 

reporters. 



One of the waiters hurried off to ask the manager for instructions. 

“This is indeed a good thing for the hotel! However, these two have too much 

background tonight, so we can’t be sloppy!” 

The manager couldn’t make a decision for a while, so he went to the boss 

again. 

“Now there are all reporters outside, clamoring to come in, boss, do you see 

this?” 

The hotel owner is naturally optimistic, but he can’t make a decision without 

authorization, so he consulted with the organizer of the film crew. 

After knowing the boss’s intentions, Wang Taihe, Guo Qisheng and the others 

discussed for a while, and they all felt that this was also a good opportunity to 

promote the movie, so they agreed on the spot. 

Thus, only the opinions of the most important parties remained. 

The hotel owner rubbed his hands, walked up to the two masters, explained 

the situation to them, and then asked nervously, “These reporters came here 

especially for you two. I wonder if you two are willing to accept the filming?” 

Danial and Cai Fengxian glanced at each other, and they both looked at 

Selena in the corner. 

Danial said, “I’m here for the beautiful Miss Selena and her distinguished 

guests. As long as they are her guests, I have no objections!” 

The implication is that unless these reporters are invited by Selena as her 

guests, Danial will only agree to their shooting. 

“This…” The hotel owner looked puzzled, and then looked at Cai Fengxian, 

“What about you, Mr. Cai?” 
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“I agree with Danial.” Elder Cai said. 

“Uh…” Okay! Now it seems that I can only ask Selena? 

So, the hotel owner hurried to Selena’s direction again, “Miss Ning, you should 

have heard what Mr. Danial and Mr. Cai said just now. They only accept 

photos of your guests. Now there are so many reporters waiting outside, you 

Look at this…” 

Selena lowered her eyes when she heard the words and thought for a while. 

Now all parties are optimistic. If she refuses at this time, she will offend too 

many people. In fact, it’s okay to sell those reporters. It’s just… 

Selena thought about her words, and then said, “This banquet is the finale 

banquet of “The World”, not my personal banquet, since Producer Wang and 

the director have no objections, so naturally I have no objections either! 

However, Boss Feng, those reporters outside, I would like to trouble you to 

screen them out, and only those who are qualified can come in. Another point 

is that you must not affect the order of the banquet, otherwise, you can only 

invite them out! 

The two masters came from afar, everyone should not want any 

unpleasantness, what do you think? “ 

Selena’s words were impeccable. Boss Feng’s eyes showed a hint of 

appreciation. He was the one who most hoped that the banquet would go 

smoothly, so he naturally responded, “This is for sure! Go tell them, and we 

will send more security guards to maintain order, and we will definitely not 

disturb tonight’s banquet and the two old gentlemen!” 

Soon, a large group of reporters came in from outside. 



The reporters were cooperative, after all, they were all professional gourmet 

practitioners, and they didn’t dare to make mistakes just out of respect for the 

two masters. After thanking Selena with their eyes, they all quietly found a 

corner Came up. 

A collision of Chinese and Western food cultures has officially begun… 

Boss Feng was in a hurry to arrange for people to prepare the cooking table. 

The waiter hurriedly handed over a list, “Boss, these are the ingredients that 

the two masters need!” 

When old Feng saw it, he was stunned, “Oh, look at my brain, I forgot the 

most important thing. I didn’t expect this situation before. Our hotel’s 

ingredients are definitely not enough! Mr. Danial prepared it himself 

ingredients, but now to change the menu, we need a lot of other ingredients!” 

“Besides, it’s probably too late to relocate it now! What can we do!” The 

manager also looked anxious. 

Seeing that the two masters started to make preparations, but their hotel 

didn’t have enough ingredients, the hotel owner almost vomited to death. 

Seeing that the boss’s expression was wrong, the guests began to whisper… 

“Hey, what’s wrong with the boss? His face is so bad?” 

“It seems that the ingredients are not enough? Because if you want to pk now, 

you must need double the ingredients! And the two masters have very high 

requirements for the ingredients, and the general ones definitely won’t work!” 

“I’ll go! No way! We’ve waited until now, so don’t tell me that it’s going to go 

to waste in the end?” 

“What are you doing…” 



“And there are so many reporters here, we can’t let them all go back because 

of this kind of oolong?” 

“This is ridiculous!” 

… 

“Hmph! It’s better to be ruined!” In the corner, Fang Ya murmured in a low 

voice, but this time she had learned her lesson and didn’t dare to say it out 

loud. 

Susie maintained her composure on the surface, but in fact, her nerves were 

already tense in private, so naturally she was eager to be ruined. 
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However, I am afraid that tonight is doomed to fail to fulfill their wish… 

When the hotel owner was so anxious that he almost vomited blood, a waiter 

outside the door hurried towards him and whispered something in his ear. 

The boss didn’t know what he heard, and was shocked immediately, and 

hurried out to greet him. 

As soon as I walked outside the door, I saw two rows of well-trained waiters, 

each with fresh ingredients in their hands, which seemed to have been directly 

transported by air… 

With such a big handwriting, who is the other party? 

Could it be… Could it be that… 

The boss only had this idea briefly in his mind, and he didn’t have time to 

think about anything else, so he quickly let them send it in. 



Food matters! 

When piles of fresh and chilled ingredients were brought in one after another, 

everyone was amazed again. 

The last string in Susie’s heart also broke, and she fell down on the chair with a 

face ashamed… 

over… 

For her the rest of the time, it was a great torment. Every time a camera or a 

mobile phone camera was pointed at her, she would tense up all over. 

Tonight, she was supposed to be the focus of everyone’s attention, but now, 

she is indeed attracting attention, but she is being regarded as a joke… 

Danial’s sous chef is A, Cai’s sous chef is his eldest son Cai Cheng, and the 

other assistants are elite teams brought by them. The cooking of the two 

parties started nervously and orderly… 

As time passed by, the banquet hall gradually began to emit the aroma of 

food. Everyone had an expression of being so seduced that they couldn’t 

control it, and saliva was unconsciously secreted from their mouths. 

In the end, ten dishes were prepared for each side, two of which were desserts. 

For Mr. Cai, there are lotus jelly rolls, Jinbang titled wings, Yuyuan five-flavored 

abalone, Manhan pearl rounds, imperial red-topped swallow, Taiji Shenyuan 

tripod, imperial first-class ginseng, Linglong ice-skin crab, purple potato cake, 

poria cocos and durian crisp. 

Danial here is Hudson Valley duck liver pate, vanilla roasted squab, marinated 

fresh abalone with jellyfish, honey sauce char siew king, crispy eel with 

balsamic vinegar, crabapple lobster, garlic oyster tempura, peacock clams with 

baked vegetables , Plum Champagne Float, Greer Cheese Puffs. 



Both sides have their own characteristics, which clearly interpret and represent 

the food culture of the country. 

A young actor who was recording a live broadcast pointed the camera of his 

mobile phone at a table of delicious food in front of him, unkindly greedy the 

fans who were watching the live broadcast, “Baby, did you see it, did you see 

it! I want to start eating ! Just watch it and enjoy yourself, hahahahaha…” 

The fans on the live broadcast wailed: 

“Poisoning in the middle of the night, it’s still highly poisonous, it’s really 

unkind!” 

“I was so angry that I took out a pack of spicy sticks!” 

“Please point the camera at Goddess Ning! No, it’s better to be clear, it’s 

Goddess Xi! I really want to see Goddess eating!” 

“Please! The goddess is so handsome tonight!” 

“Hahahahahaha… yes! I just quietly watch you pretend, and never interrupt 

you…” 

… 

In the next second, the camera focused on Selena in the corner as everyone 

wished. 

I saw that Selena was concentrating on tasting the food. She seemed to have 

sensed that someone was taking a sneak peek, so she inadvertently raised her 

head. Out of politeness, she subconsciously smiled at the camera… 

“Aww! I’m stunned! I’m stunned by the goddess’ smile!” 

“It’s so beautiful that I cried!” 



“No wonder old Mr. Danial always emphasized the beautiful and noble Miss 

Ning every time before! Only Goddess Xi can afford these two adjectives!” 

“Selena’s nobility and elegance really come from her bones! I want passers-by 

to become fans!” 

… 
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Listening to all kinds of comments from the food critics around, Xiao Tao, who 

was engrossed in eating, couldn’t speak clearly, “Oh my god! They are all 

delicious, it’s too difficult to choose! Sister Xi, what about you, which one do 

you think is better? “ 

Selena held her chin and mused, “It’s really hard to tell which is better. 

Western food has always had an advantage over Chinese food when it comes 

to desserts and appetizers. Mr. Danial’s desserts are not only exquisite like 

works of art, but also have a very good taste. The main course may be slightly 

better, as a food reporter said before, Chinese food is more humane, you can 

tell just by listening to the names of the dishes, each dish name has a special 

meaning…” 

Xiaotao nodded again and again, “It’s true, it’s too hard to tell…” 

In a warm and peaceful atmosphere, amidst the extreme joy brought by 

delicious food, the banquet gradually came to an end… 

After the banquet, Selena went to the bathroom, and Xiao Tao was waiting for 

her outside. 

She was busy scrolling through Weibo when someone suddenly called her, 

“Hello, are you Miss Ning’s assistant?” 



Xiaotao raised her head, and was surprised to see that it was the owner of the 

hotel who was talking to her, “Yes, Boss Feng, do you have something to do 

with me?” 

“Ah, that’s how it is. This is my little love for Miss Ning. If you don’t dislike it, 

please accept it for me!” Boss Feng said, and handed over a card graciously. 

Xiao Tao glanced at the gold-stamped card, “This is?” 

Boss Feng explained, “This is the Platinum Card of our Royal Hotel! There are 

three types of cards in our Royal Hotel, Silver Card, Gold Card, and Platinum 

Card. Platinum Card is the highest level. Not only does it have discounts as low 

as 40% , you can also enjoy the most honorable treatment, the hotel will 

reserve a room and a box for platinum card holders, so no matter when you 

come, you will definitely have a place!” 

Xiaotao was surprised when she heard the words, but she reservedly did not 

show too much surprise. After all, she had seen many such things with Leng 

Manyun. She knew that if she was too excited, people would look down on 

Selena. Now she represented not only herself, but also Selena herself. 

So Xiaotao said calmly, “But, you don’t get paid for nothing…” 

“Miss Assistant is too polite. Thanks to Ms. Toning, our hotel is fortunate to 

receive two masters like Danial and Mr. Cai. I can’t thank you enough!” Boss 

Feng’s eyes flashed after finishing speaking. , lowered his voice, and added, 

“Miss Ning, please also thank that adult on my behalf!” 

Xiaotao blinked her eyes, her face was full of confusion, who is that lord? 

Who? 

Xiaotao didn’t want to understand, so she skipped the question directly, “In 

that case, thank you, Boss Feng, for your kindness!” 



Seeing that Xiaotao didn’t give a clear answer, Boss Feng was a little bit 

unwilling, but after all, it’s not easy to ask this kind of question, so he could 

only nod and leave. 

Before leaving, Boss Feng turned his head and glanced in the direction of the 

little assistant, feeling even more suspicious. 

Tsk, I still haven’t figured it out… 

Could the person behind Selena be the adult he had guessed in his heart? 

Forget it, no matter what, it’s always right to be polite! 

As soon as Selena came out of the bathroom, Xiao Tao immediately withdrew 

her deliberately reserved reserve and happily jumped over, “Sister Xi, let me 

show you something!” 

“What?” Selena asked suspiciously. 

“Huangjue’s Platinum Card! Boss Feng just gave it to me!” 
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“Boss Feng? Why is he giving us this?” 

“Thanks to you, this time their hotel snatched such a big hit for free, but it 

saved a lot of advertising costs! It’s just a platinum card, nothing at all!” 

Selena sighed, there was really no way to explain what happened tonight to 

anyone, so naturally she could only acquiesce, “Okay, then you can put it 

away!” 

“Huh? I’ll keep it?” Xiao Tao looked surprised. 



“Of course, everything about me in the future will not be arranged by you, the 

little housekeeper. It’s more convenient to leave it to you!” 

Xiaotao stuffed it into the bag with a blushing face, “Then…then I’ll keep it for 

you!” 

… 

Pearl River Royal View. 

After Selena returned to the apartment, she didn’t do anything, the first thing 

she did was throw herself on the bed. 

I’m really tired tonight… 

Tired… 

Since yesterday, I have been worrying about it until now, and all kinds of 

emergencies happened one after another… 

Anyway, she has no strength at all right now. 

I was lying in bed drowsy when the doorbell outside suddenly rang. 

Selena suddenly collapsed, it’s so late, who is it! She’s almost in the dark about 

the doorbell! 

in spite of! 

Selena lay motionless on the bed, but the doorbell rang persistently, almost 

like a reminder. 

He had no choice but to open the door with a gloomy face. 

As soon as I walked into the living room, I heard a dirty voice from outside… 



“Selena! Open the door! Selena! Open the door quickly! Selena! Open the 

door quickly!” 

Selena opened the door and looked at Saul outside the door with twitching 

veins on her forehead, “Second Young Master! Don’t howl! It’s late at night, 

what are you doing?” 

Saul immediately squeezed in unceremoniously, and excitedly said as soon as 

he came in, “Selena! You exploded!” 

Selena gave him a blank look, “You just exploded!” 

Saul ran back and forth in the living room in a panic, and then murmured 

quickly, “Dmn, I’m so regretful, I’m so regretful that my intestines are green!” 

Selena squeezed her eyebrows, “Don’t fool around with you! What exactly are 

you trying to say?” 

Saul looked distressed, “I want to say, why did I go to that boring business 

reception tonight! But I missed such an amazing scene! Now I can only search 

for live videos online to watch!” 

Selena was full of black lines, “Of course it’s because a boring business 

reception can make a lot of money! Small money is not as important as 

gossip!” 

Saul retorted righteously on the spot, “Small money is not as important as 

gossip!” 

Selena: “…well, I forgot that you are a local tyrant! Money is just a number to 

you! Gossip is indeed more important to you!” 

Saul clutched his chest, “And! And! Tonight there will be danial! And Cai 

Fengxian! How hard is it for you to have a meal with these two great gods? I 



actually missed it! Missed it! Missed it! It’s a mistake Just missed two! I’m so 

heartbroken that I don’t want to live!” 

The corners of Selena’s mouth twitched slightly, “Then you should flatter your 

horse and rush to the Royal Hotel, maybe you can get some leftovers! Why are 

you here?” 

Saul didn’t speak, but stared at her very sadly. 

Selena pinched her brows helplessly, “Okay, okay! My boss! Knowing that you 

didn’t come, and knowing that you are welcome, I specially reserved it for 

you!” 

As Selena said, she took out a box of exquisite snacks from the refrigerator, 

“It’s not easy to bring other things, so I can only bring you a box of purple 

potato cake!” 

 


